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Abstract
Relaying techniques for millimeter-wave wireless networks represent a powerful solution for im-
proving the transmission performance. In this work, we quantify the benefits in terms of delay and
throughput for a random-access multi-user millimeter-wave wireless network, assisted by a full-duplex
network cooperative relay. The relay is equipped with a queue for which we analyze the performance
characteristics (e.g., arrival rate, service rate, average size, and stability condition). Moreover, we study
two possible transmission schemes: fully directional and broadcast. In the former, the source nodes
transmit a packet either to the relay or to the destination by using narrow beams, whereas, in the
latter, the nodes transmit to both the destination and the relay in the same timeslot by using a wider
beam, but with lower beamforming gain. In our analysis, we also take into account the beam alignment
phase that occurs every time a transmitter node changes the destination node. We show how the beam
alignment duration, as well as position and number of transmitting nodes, significantly affect the network
performance. We additionally discuss the impact of beam alignment errors and imperfect self-interference
cancellation technique at the relay for full-duplex communications. Moreover, we illustrate the optimal
transmission scheme (i.e., broadcast or fully directional) for several system parameters and show that a
fully directional transmission is not always beneficial, but, in some scenarios, broadcasting and relaying
can improve the performance in terms of throughput and delay.
Index Terms
Millimeter-waves, network cooperative relaying, beam alignment, random access networks, direc-
tional communications.
This work extends the preliminary study in [1]. This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No. 643002.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, millimeter-wave (mm-wave) communications have attracted the interest
of many researchers, who see the abundance of spectrum resource in the mm-wave frequency
range (30-300 GHz) as a possible solution to the longstanding problem of spectrum scarcity.
For this reason, mm-wave wireless networks have been identified as one of the key enabler
technologies for the next generation of mobile communications, i.e., 5G [2]. Although mm-waves
communications can reach tremendous high data rates [3], the signal propagation is subject to
higher path loss and penetration loss [4], [5], in comparison to lower frequency communications.
Such high losses cause frequent interruptions, especially when obstacles block the signal path [6].
Directional communications and narrow beams provide high beamforming gains that contribute
to mitigate the path loss issue. By using narrow beams, the transmitters focus the signal energy
along only few directions and paths and, usually, the line-of-sight (LOS) path is characterized by
the lowest path loss [4], [5]. When the LOS path is blocked by an obstacle, the use of reflected
transmission paths can overcome the blockage issue [7].
Other solutions for avoiding interruptions caused by blockages provide alternative transmission
paths by using additional nodes, e.g., multi-connectivity [8], [9] and relaying techniques. In the
latter, a source node (user equipment, UE) transmit a packet to an intermediate node (relay)
when the source-destination path is blocked. Though relaying and cooperative communications
have been extensively analyzed for microwave frequencies [10]–[21], mm-wave communications
present some peculiarities, such as the use of narrow beams and the beam alignment phase, that
make further analysis necessary. For instance, by using narrow beams, UEs might not be able
to transmit simultaneously to both the relay and the destination node, which is usually the
case with omnidirectional transmissions at lower frequencies. By using narrow beams in mm-
waves, in each timeslot the UE may transmit a packet either to the destination or the relay.
This is particularly true for UEs that are equipped with a single phased antenna array, which
is a common solution for mm-wave communications in order to minimize the cost and energy
consumption [22]. Moreover, every time the UEs change the receiver (i.e., from the destination
to the relay and vice-versa), a new beam alignment might be required [23], [24]. This can both
cause further delays and affect the throughput.
We propose a novel analysis of network-level cooperative communications in mm-wave wire-
less networks with a mm-wave access point (mmAP) as transmission target and one network
3cooperative full-duplex relay that is equipped with a queue. We analyze the impact of directional
communications by evaluating two possible transmission schemes: broadcast (BR) and fully
directional (FD). Using the former, the UEs transmit simultaneously to both the mmAP and the
relay by means of wider beams at lower beamforming gains, whereas, with the FD scheme, the
UEs transmit either to the mmAP or to the relay by using narrow beams. Moreover, we take into
account the beam alignments that occur every time the transmitters change receiver and scheme.
A. Related Work
Several works have been proposed for evaluating the benefits of relaying techniques in mm-
wave communications, e.g, [25]–[34]. In [25], the authors propose a physical layer analysis of
cooperative communications for frequencies above 10 GHz and evaluate the outage probability
of several multiple access protocols, combining techniques, and relay transmission techniques.
The study shows that the use of relays drastically improves the coverage probability and the
correlation between the source-relay and relay-destination links can be exploited to improve
the performance. The authors of [26], [27] use stochastic geometry to show the improvements
in the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) distribution and coverage probability for a
mm-wave cellular network that is assisted by a relay. The results of [27] show the asymptotic
gain that can be achieved by using the best relay selection strategy over random relay selection.
Stochastic geometry is also used in [28]–[31]. In [28], the connection probability for mm-wave
wireless networks with multi-hop relaying is analyzed. The authors show that the connection
probability is strictly correlated to the obstacle density and the width of the region where the
relays are potentially selected. In [29], the coverage probability for a decode-and-forward relay
is analyzed; the authors consider the relay that has the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to
the receiver among the set of relays that can decode the source message. In [30] and [31], the
authors focus on relaying techniques for device-to-device (D2D) scenarios and analyze, by using
stochastic geometry, the coverage probability and the relay selection problem, respectively. The
relay selection strategy is further evaluated in [32], [33]. The former proposes a two-hop relay
selection algorithm for mm-wave communications to take into account the dependency between
the source-destination and relay-destination paths in terms of line-of-sight (LOS) probability.
The work in [33] considers a joint relay selection and mmAP association problem. In particular,
the authors propose a distributed solution that takes into account the load balancing and fairness
aspects among multiple mmAPs.
4None of the aforementioned studies considers the beam alignment phase. This aspect is taken
into account in [34], for a single source-destination pair and a single half-duplex relay. When
the source-destination link is blocked, the source node can transmit either to the relay by using
mm-waves or to both the relay and the destination by using lower frequencies. In the former case
a beam alignment occurs. The authors compare the two approaches in terms of throughput and
delay, but differently from our approach they assume continuous time and single UE scenario.
In general, analysis of relaying techniques in mm-wave wireless networks regarding network-
level performance need further studies. However, it is worth mentioning works that propose
similar analysis for lower frequencies, such as [15]–[21]. In [15], [16], benefits and challenges
of cooperative communications for wireless networks are extensively discussed. In [17], the
authors consider a multi-user scenario with a full-duplex relay and a destination that have multi-
packet reception capability, whereas, the studies in [18], [19] analyze a similar scenario, but
with two relays. In [17]–[19], the relays are equipped with infinite size queue for which the
performance are analyzed as well as the per-user and network throughput, and the delay per
packet. Buffer-aided relays are also considered by [20], [21]. The former illustrates and compares
several buffer-aided relaying protocols, whereas, the latter analyzes presents a comprehensive
study of relay selection techniques for lower frequencies wireless networks.
B. Contributions
We provide a novel analysis of delay and throughput for random access multi-user cooperative
relaying mm-wave wireless networks. We show the tradeoff between using the aforementioned
transmission schemes, i.e., FD and BR, by taking into account the different beamforming gains
and interference caused by both types of transmissions. Namely, in contrast to the FD scheme,
BR transmissions use wider beams that provide a lower beamforming gain, but they can allow
to transmit simultaneously both to the relay and the mmAP. Furthermore, switching transmission
scheme involves a beam alignment phase between the transmitter and the receiver and, therefore,
we show how the duration of this phase impacts the performance.
In more detail, at first, we compute the analytical expression of the user transmit probability,
which, as we show, is decreased by the beam alignment. Then, by using queueing theory, we study
the performance characteristics of the queue at the relay. More precisely, we consider what is
called network-level cooperation at the relay. This forward the successfully decoded packets that
are stored in a queue, whose operations are analyzed in details. This analysis includes stability
5condition, as well as the service and the arrival rate. Moreover, we model the evolution of the
queue as a discrete time Markov Chain in which each state denotes the number of the packets
in the queue. Since we derive the transition probabilities then we can provide the probability
that the queue is empty and the average queue size.
Finally, we identify the optimal transmission scheme (i.e., FD and BR) with respect to
several system parameters, e.g., number and positions of nodes, and beam alignment duration.
In addition, we also analyze and discuss the impact of imperfect beam alignment and imperfect
self-interference cancellation on the network performance. Namely, we investigate when it is
more beneficial for the UEs to transmit simultaneously to both the mmAP and the relay by
using wider beams, and when instead it is better to use narrow beams and transmit either to the
mmAP or the relay. To the best of our knowledge, such analysis has not been investigated yet.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the system model.
In Section III, we present the queue analysis at the relay and, in Section IV-A, we evaluate the
aggregate network throughput. In Section IV-B we derive the delay per packet expression and,
in Section V, we provide performance evaluation. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
A. Network Model
We consider a set N , with cardinality N , of symmetric1 UEs, which are characterized by
the same mm-wave networking characteristics such as propagation conditions and topology. We
assume multiple packet reception capability both at the mmAP and the relay (R), which can
form multiple beams at the same time for multiple packets reception [35]. Each UE however
is considered to be equipped with one analog beamformer and it can form only one beam at a
time. We assume slotted time and each packet transmission takes one timeslot. The relay has
no packets of its own, but it stores the successfully received packets from the UEs in a queue,
which has infinite size2. The UEs have saturated queues, i.e., they never empty. We assume that
acknowledgements (ACKs) are instantaneous and error free and successfully received packets
are removed from the queues of the transmitting nodes, i.e., both the UEs and R.
1This study can be generalized to the asymmetric case; however, the analysis will be dramatically involved without providing
any additional meaningful insight.
2The analysis with infinite size is more general, and it can also provide insights on the optimal design of the queue size based
on the distribution of the occupancy of the queue. Moreover, the analysis is still valid if the queue is large enough
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Fig. 1: FD (UE1) and BR (UE2) transmissions for a scenario with two UEs, one relay and one mmAP. In this
example, UE1 is transmitting to the mmAP.
In a given timeslot, the relay transmits a packet to the mmAP with probability qr, whereas,
the UEs decide to transmit a packet with probability qu. Then, the UEs randomly select one of
the two transmission schemes, i.e., BR or FD, with probability qub and quf , respectively, with
quf +qub = 1. If the UEs use a BR transmission and the transmission to the destination fails, the
relay stores the packets (that are correctly decoded) in its queue and is responsible to transmit
it to the destination. This technique is also known as network level cooperation relaying [11],
[14], [17], [18]. In contrast, if the FD scheme is selected, then the UEs choose to transmit either
to the relay, with probability qur, or to the mmAP, with probability qum, where qur + qum = 1.
We can summarize this process by defining the set of transmission strategies, S = {fm, fr, b},
where, fm, fr and b represent the cases in which a UE transmits to the mmAP, to R, and to
both, respectively. Let P (s = i) be the probability of using strategy i, with i ∈ S . These
probabilities do not depend on the particular timeslot and are given by: P (s = fm) = qufqum,
P (s = fr) = qufqur and P (s = b) = qub. If the selected strategy is the same as in the previous
transmission attempt, then the UE can directly transmit, otherwise it has to perform a beam
alignment. The alignment is done by the UEs every time they decide to transmit and change
strategy. We assume that the beam alignment duration is independent from the selected strategy
and equals to Da timeslots and, while a UE is performing an alignment, it can not transmit. Thus,
the probability that a UE is actually transmitting, qtx, is affected by the beam alignment, and
its derivation is presented in the next section. In Fig. 1, we illustrate an example of the FD and
BR transmissions, where dur and dud represent the distances of the paths UE-R and UE-mmAP,
respectively. The parameter θrd is the angle formed by R and the mmAP with a UE as vertex
7and θBW is the beamwidth. Hereafter, we indicate the probability of the complementary event
by a bar over the term (e.g., qu = 1 − qu). Moreover, we use superscripts f and b to indicate
the FD and BR transmissions, respectively.
B. SINR Expression and Success Probability
A packet is considered to be successfully received if the SINR is above a certain threshold
γ. Ideally, multiple transmissions at the receiver side of a node do not interfere when they are
received on different beams. However, in real scenarios, interference cancellation techniques are
not perfect. Therefore, we introduce a coefficient 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 that models the interference between
received beams3. The cases α = 0 and α = 1 represent perfect interference cancellation and
no interference cancellation, respectively. Moreover, given the negligible interference between
transmissions of different pairs of nodes in mm-waves [36], we assume that an FD transmission
to the mmAP does not interfere with the packet transmitted to R and vice-versa. On the other
hand, when a UE uses a BR transmission, its transmission interferes with the transmissions of
the other UEs for both the mmAP and R.
We assume that the links between all pairs of nodes are independent and can be in two different
states, line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS). Specifically, LOSij and NLOSij are the
events that node i is in LOS and NLOS with node j, respectively. The associated probabilities are
denoted as P (LOSij) and P (NLOSij). Note that, hereafter, we use subscripts i and j to indicate
generic nodes, while, u, r, and d to indicate the UEs, the relay, and the mmAP, respectively.
In order to compute the SINR for link ij, we first identify the sets of interferers that use FD
and BR transmissions, which are If and Ib, respectively. Then, we partition each of them into the
sets of nodes that are in LOS and NLOS with node j. These sets are Ifl and Ifn, for the nodes
that use the FD transmission and Ibl and Ibn for the UEs that use the BR transmission. Thus,
when link ij is in LOS, we can derive the SINR, conditioned to Ifl, Ifn, Ibl, Ibn, as follows:
SINRfij/Ifl,Ifn,Ibl,Ibn|LOSij
=
ptg
f
i g
f
j hl(i, j)
pN + α
(∑
k∈Ifl
pfr/l(k, j) +
∑
m∈Ibl
pbr/l(m, j) +
∑
u∈Ifn
pfr/n(u, j) +
∑
v∈Ibn
pbr/n(v, j)
) , (1)
3Our work can be easily generalized to the case where α depends on the transmission strategy. However, in order to keep the
clarity of the presentation we consider α to be constant.
8TABLE I: Summary of the notation.
UE user equipment N number of UEs
mmAP mm-wave access point (destination) R relay
Da beam alignment duration qr relay transmit probability
qu UE transmit probability qtx actual UE transmit probability
qub probability to use a BR transmission quf probability to use an FD transmission
qum probability to transmit to the mmAP when qur probability to transmit to R when
using FD transmissions using FD transmissions
S set of transmission strategies b broadcast transmissions
fm fully directional transmission to the mmAP fr fully directional transmission to the relay
ddr mmAP-relay distance dud UE-mmAP distance
dur UE-relay distance α interference cancellation parameter
γ SINR threshold for successful transmissions gsi beamforming gain at node i while using strategy s
Ib set of interferers that use BR transmissions If set of interferers that use FD transmissions
λr arrival rate at the relay µr service rate at the relay
P bij/If ,Ib success probability of a transmission from the i-th P
b
ij/If ,Ib success probability of a transmission from the i-th
to the j-th nodes by using a BR transmission to the j-th nodes by using an FD transmission
θrd angle between the mmAP θbBW beamwidth for BR transmissions
and R with the UE as vertex θfBW beamwidth for FD transmissions
where, gi and gj are the transmitter and receiver beamforming gains, respectively. They are
computed in according to the ideal sectored antenna model [37], which is given by: gi = gj =
2pi
θBW
in the main lobe, and 0 otherwise. The transmit and noise power are pt and pN , respectively
and hl(i, j) is the path loss on link ij when this is in LOS. The terms pr/l(i, j) and pr/n(i, j)
represent the received power by node j from node i, when the first is in LOS and NLOS,
respectively. Similar expressions of the SINR can be derived also in case of BR and NLOS.
Finally, the success probabilities for a packet sent on link ij by using FD and BR transmissions
are represented by the terms P fij/If ,Ib and P
b
ij/If ,Ib , respectively. Here, we consider only the
conditioning on the sets If and Ib because we average on all the possible scenarios for the
LOS and NLOS link conditions. The expression for the FD transmission and N UEs is given in
Appendix A, where we assume perfect beam alignment and relay self-interference cancellation.
Imperfect beam alignment and Imperfect relay self-interference cancellation cases are discussed
in Section V-B and V-C, respectively.
9III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. UE Transmit Probability
In this section, we first derive the actual transmit probability of a UE in a given timeslot,
i.e., qtx, when beam alignment is taken into account. Then, we evaluate the performance of the
queue at the relay and we analyze the network throughput and the delay per packet.
Theorem 1. For each timeslot k, the probability distributions of the transmission strategy
selection P (sk = i) are identical distributed (i.d.) with i ∈ S , then, the transmit probability
for a UE in a timeslot k, with constant alignment duration Da, is given by:
qtx = P
(
Ik
)
qu =
qu
1 +Da
(
1− P (sk = i ∩ skˆ = i)
) , (2)
where, qu is defined in Section II-A and P
(
Ik
)
is the probability that the UE has not started an
alignment in the previous Da timeslots. The term P (sk = i∩skˆ = i) is the probability to use the
i-th strategy in timeslot k while using the same strategy for the previous transmission attempt,
which occurs in the kˆ-th timeslot.
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix B.
From (2), one can notice that qtx is inversely proportional to the beam alignment duration Da
as well as to the probability of changing strategy 1 − P (sk = i ∩ skˆ = i). Assuming that the
probabilities of the transmission strategy selection, P (sk = i), are independent in each timeslot
k and have values as reported in Section II-A, P
(
Ik
)
can be written as:
P
(
Ik
)
=
1
1 +Daqu
(
1− (qufqum)2 − (qufqur)2 − (qub)2
) . (3)
B. Queue Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the arrival rate, λr, the service rate, µr, and the stability condition
for the queue at the relay R. First, we compute λr that can be expressed as follows:
λr = P (Q = 0)λ
0
r + P (Q 6= 0)λ1r = P (Q = 0)
N∑
k=1
kr0k + P (Q 6= 0)
N∑
k=1
kr1k, (4)
where, λ0r and r
0
k represent the arrival rate at R and the probability that it receives k packets in
a timeslot when the queue is empty. Whereas, when the queue is not empty, these two terms
assume different values, i.e., λ1r and r
1
k. The probabilities that the queue is either empty or not
empty, P (Q = 0) and P (Q 6= 0), respectively, are derived in appendix D. When the queue is not
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empty, R may transmit and interfere with the other transmissions to the mmAP. This interference
affects the probability to successfully transmit a packet to the mmAP and therefore the number
of received packets by R. Thus, In order to compute λ0r and λ
1
r , we first compute the success
transmission probability by identifying the nodes that belong to the sets of interferers If and Ib.
Since the UEs are symmetric, it is sufficient to indicate the number of UEs that are interfering
and whether R is transmitting; i.e., we indicate with {|If |, r}f and {|If |}f the sets of interferers
that use FD transmissions when R is transmitting or not, and with {r}f the set of interferers
when only the relay R is transmitting. For the sake of clarity, we first present hereafter the results
for two UEs and then, in Appendix D, we generalize the analysis to N UEs. When N = 2,
we can have at maximum two interferers, i.e., the relay and one UE (|If | ≤ 1). Moreover, R
can receive at maximum two packets per timeslot, i.e., when both the UEs successfully transmit
to R. Thus, by considering all the possible transmission strategies, s ∈ S, and all the possible
combinations of successfully received packets, we can compute λ0r and λ
1
r:
λ0r = 2qtxqtxqufqurP
f
ur + 2qtxqtxqubP
b
urP
b
ud
+ q2txq
2
ufq
2
urq
2
ur
[
2P f
ur/{1}fP
f
ur/{1}f + 2
(
P f
ur/{1}f
)2]
+2q2txq
2
ufqurqumP
f
ur
+ 2q2txq1fqubqur
[
P f
ur/{1}b
(
1− P bur/{1}fP
b
ud
)
+P
f
ur/{1}bP
b
ur/{1}fP
b
ud + 2
(
P bur/{1}fP
b
ud
)2]
+ 2q2txqubqufqumP
b
urP
b
ud/{1}f + q
2
txq
2
ub
[
2P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{2}b
(
1− P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{1}b
)
+ 2
(
P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{1}b
)2]
, (5)
where, qtx, qub, quf , qud, and qur are introduced in Section II-A and a summary of the notation
is available in Table I. In order to compute λ1r , we must consider the possible interference of R.
Thus, λ1r = qrλ
0
r + qrAr and Ar is given by:
Ar = 2qtxqtxqufqurP
f
ur + 2qtxqtxqubP
b
urP
b
ud + q
2
txq
2
ufq
2
urq
2
ur
[
2P f
ur/{1}fP
f
ur/{1}f
+ 2
(
P f
ur/{1}f
)2]
+2q2txq
2
ufqurqumP
f
ur + 2q
2
txqufqubqur
[
P f
ur/{1}b
(
1− P bur/{1}fP
b
ud/{r}f
)
+ P
f
ur/{1}bP
b
ur/{1}fP
b
ud/{r}f + 2
(
P bur/{1}fP
b
ud/{r}f
)2]
+2q2txqubqufqumP
b
urP
b
ud/{1,r}f + q
2
txq
2
ub
×
[
2P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{r}f ,{1}b
(
1− P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{r}f ,{1}b
)
+2
(
P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{r}f ,{1}b
)2]
. (6)
As introduced in Section II-A, R can transmit a packet to the mmAP by using the FD
scheme. This transmission may be subject to the interference of the UEs that are transmitting
11
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Fig. 2: The DTMC model for the two UE case.
to the mmAP. Therefore, we compute the service rate as µr = qrBr, where Br is given by:
Br = P
f
rd
(
q2tx + 2qtxqtxqufqur + q
2
txq
2
ufq2fq
2
ur
)
+P f
rd/{1}f
(
2qtxqtxqufqum + 2q
2
txq
2
ufqumqur
)
+ P f
rd/{1}b
(
2qtxqtxqub + 2q
2
txqubqufqur
)
+P f
rd/{2}f q
2
txq
2
ufq
2
um + P
f
rd/{1}f ,{1}b2qtxqufqubqum
+ P f
rd/{2}bq
2
txq
2
ub. (7)
By applying the Loyne’s criterion [38], we can now obtain the range of values of qr for which
the queue is stable by solving the following inequality: λ1r < µr. Thus, we have that the queue
at R is stable if and only if qrmin < qr ≤ 1, where qrmin is given by:
qrmin =
λ0r
λ0r +Br − Ar
. (8)
The evolution of the queue at the relay can be modelled as a discrete time Markov Chain
(DTMC), see Fig. 2. The terms p0k and p
1
k, derived in Appendix C, are the probabilities that the
queue size increases by k packets in a timeslot when the queue is empty or not. The expressions
for the probability that the queue is empty, P (Q = 0), and the average relay queue size, Q, are
derived in Appendix D that contains the queue performance analysis for N symmetric UEs.
IV. THROUGHPUT AND DELAY ANALYSIS
A. Throughput Analysis
In this section, we derive the network aggregate throughput, T , for N UEs. More specifically,
T represents the end-to-end throughput from the UEs to the mmAP and can be computed by
considering the following cases: i) when the queue at R is stable and ii) otherwise. In the former
case, T can be expressed as follows:
T = NqtxTu = Nqtxquf
(
qumT
f
ud + qurT
f
ur
)
+Nqtxqub
(
T bud + T
b
ur
)
, (9)
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where, Tu is the per-user throughput conditioned to the event that the UE is transmitting. On
the other hand, when the queue at R is unstable, the aggregate throughput becomes:
T = Nqtx
(
qufqumT
f
ud + qubT
b
ud
)
+ µr. (10)
The terms, T fud, T
b
ud, T
f
ur, and T
b
ur represent the contributions to Tu given by the packets received
directly by the mmAP or by R, when the FD and the BR transmissions are used, respectively
and can be expressed as follows:
T fud =
(
1− qrP (Q 6= 0)
)
T f0ud + qrP (Q 6= 0)T f1ud , (11)
T bud =
(
1− qrP (Q 6= 0)
)
T b0ud + qrP (Q 6= 0)T b1ud, (12)
T bur =
(
1− qrP (Q 6= 0)
)
T b0ur + qrP (Q 6= 0)T b1ur , (13)
where, we show the contributions to Tu when R is interfering or not. These two cases are
indicated with the superscripts 0 and 1, respectively (e.g., T f0ud and T
f1
ud ). The term P (Q = 0) is
derived in Appendix D. Note that the expression of T fur is not affected by the interference of R
because, in the following analysis, we assume perfect self-interference cancellation at R. This
assumption is relaxed in Section V-C, where we present results for imperfect self-interference
cancellation. In order to compute the throughput components (e.g., T f0ud and T
f1
ud ), we follow
the same reasoning that is done for µr in (7). More specifically, we average the number of
successfully transmitted UEs packets on all the possible interference scenarios.
Hereafter, we indicate by m the number of UEs that interfere and with i the number of those
that use FD transmissions (m−i UEs use the BR transmission). Moreover, among the interfering
UEs that use FD transmissions, a certain number j transmit to R and i− j to the mmAP. Thus,
we obtain the following:
T f0ud =
N−1∑
m=0
(
N − 1
m
)
qmtxq
N−1−m
tx
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
qiufq
m−i
ub
i∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
qjurq
i−j
umP
f
ud/{i−j}f ,{m−i}b , (14)
T b0ud =
N−1∑
m=0
(
N − 1
m
)
qmtxq
N−1−m
tx
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
qiufq
m−i
ub
i∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
qjurq
i−j
um × P bud/{i−j}f ,{m−i}b , (15)
T f1ud =
N−1∑
m=0
(
N − 1
m
)
qmtxq
N−1−m
tx
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
qiufq
m−i
ub
i∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
qjurq
i−j
umP
f
ud/{i−j,r}f ,{m−i}b , (16)
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T b1ud =
N−1∑
m=0
(
N − 1
m
)
qmtxq
N−1−m
tx
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
qiufq
m−i
ub
i∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
qjurq
i−j
umP
b
ud/{i−j,r}f ,{m−i}b . (17)
Finally, we derive the terms T fur, T
b0
ur and T
b1
ur as follows:
T fur =
N−1∑
m=0
(
N − 1
m
)
qmtxq
N−1−m
tx
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
qiufq
m−i
ub
i∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
qjurq
i−j
umP
f
ur/{j}f ,{m−i}b , (18)
T b0ur =
N−1∑
m=0
(
N − 1
m
)
qmtxq
N−1−m
tx
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
qiufq
m−i
ub
i∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
qjurq
i−j
umP
b
ur/{j}f ,{m−i}bP
b
ud/{i−j}f ,{m−i}b ,
(19)
T b1ur =
N−1∑
m=0
(
N − 1
m
)
qmtxq
N−1−m
tx
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
qiufq
m−i
ub
i∑
i=0
(
i
j
)
qjurq
i−j
umP
b
ur/{j}f ,{m−i}bP
b
ud/{i−j,r}f ,{m−i}b .
(20)
B. Delay Analysis
We now compute the average delay for a packet that is in the head of the queue of a UE. The
delay is constituted of three components: i) the transmission delay (i.e., on the links UE-mmAP,
UE-R, and R-mmAP), ii) the queueing delay at the relay Dq, and iii) the beam alignment phase
duration Da. After a successful transmission, a new packet arrives at the head of the queue. At
this point, as explained in Section II-A, the UE decides to transmit the packet with probability qu.
Depending on the selected transmission strategies in the current timeslot and in the previous
transmission attempt, the packet can be subject to different delays, Di with i ∈ S , where,
S = {fm, fr, b} and P (s = fm), P (s = fr), and P (s = b) are defined in Section II-A. Given
that the probability distributions of the transmission strategy selection P (s = i) are independent
and identical distributed (i.i.d.) for each timeslot, we can write the probability to use the i-
th strategy in timeslot k – conditioned to using the j-th strategy in timeslot h – as follows:
P (sk = i ∩ sh = j) = P (sk = i)P (sh = j) = P (s = i)P (s = j). Thus, we can express the
average delay per packet as follows:
D =
∑
i∈S
P (s = i)
(
Di + (1− P (s = i))Da
)
, (21)
Then, we compute the terms Di of (21), which are given by:
Dfm = quT
f
ud + qu
(
1− T fud
)(
1 + qufqumDfm + qufqur(Da +Dfr) + qub(Da +Db)
)
+ qu
(
1 +Dfm
)
, (22)
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Dfr = quT
f
ur(1 +Dr) + qu
(
1− T fur
)(
1 + qufqurDfr + qufqum(Da +Dfm) + qub(Da +Db)
)
+ qu
(
1 +Dfr
)
, (23)
Db = quT
b
ud + quT
b
ur(1 +Dr) + qu
(
1− T bud − T bur
)
×
(
1 + qubDb + qufqum(Da +Dfm) + qufqur(Da +Dfr)
)
+ qu
(
1 +Db
)
, (24)
where, T fud, T
b
ud, T
f
ur and T
b
ur are several contributions to the conditioned per-user throughput Tu
that are given in IV-A. Since a UE transmits at most one packet per timeslot, Tu can be also
interpreted as the probability that a packet is successfully transmitted by a UE. The term Dr is
the total delay at the relay that is defined as the time when the packet entering the relay queue
reaches the mmAP and it is given by:
Dr = Dq +
1
µr
=
Q
λr
+
1
µr
. (25)
where, Dq in (25) is the queueing delay at the relay. The latter is the time when the packet
being received by the relay reaches the head of its queue and it is computed by using the Little’s
law. More precisely, Q represents the average relay queue size and λr the average arrival rate,
which are given in Appendix D. Finally, by considering (25) and replacing (22), (23), and (24)
in (21), the average delay per packet D can be written as follows:
D =
1 + quDr
(
qufqurT
f
ur + qubT
b
ur
)
+DaquC
quTu
, (26)
C = 1 + q2ufq
2
um
(
T fud − Tu − 1
)
+ q2ufq
2
ur
(
T fur − Tu − 1
)
+ q2ub
(
T bud + T
b
ur − Tu − 1
)
. (27)
V. NUMERICAL & SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide a numerical evaluation of the performance analysis derived for
throughput and delay. Furthermore, we assess the validity of the analysis by comparing the
numerical results of the analytical model with simulations. To compute the path loss and the
LOS and NLOS probabilities, we use the 3GPP model for urban micro cells in outdoor street
canyon environment [39], whose path loss term includes a lognormal shadowing whose variance
depends on whether the link is in LOS or NLOS. Moreover, the path loss depends on the height
of the mmAP, 10m, the height of the UE, 1.5m, the carrier frequency, fc = 30GHz, and the
distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The transmit power and the noise power are
set to Pt = 24 dBm and PN = −80 dBm, respectively. Furthermore, we consider a scenario
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where the relay R is chosen to be a node that is placed in a position that guarantees the LOS
with the mmAP, therefore we assume that P (LOSrd) = 1. Then, the SINR in (1) and the success
probability in (34) are numerically computed by considering 100, 000 instances of the lognormal
shadowing. This success probability represents the input for both the numerical evaluations of
the analytical model and simulations results, which are computed over 100, 000 timeslots.
Moreover, unless otherwise specified, we set dur = 30m, dud = 50m, γ = 10 dB, α = 0.1
and, in case of FD transmissions, θBW = θ
f
BW = 5
◦. Instead, when a BR transmission is used,
we set θBW = θbBW = θrd, which is the angle between the mmAP and R with the UE as vertex.
Throughout this section, we use solid lines for numerical evaluations of the analytical model
and dotted lines for the simulation results.
In Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, we show the throughput, T , while varying the number of UEs (N )
for several UE transmit probability values, i.e., qu, when Da = 0 and Da = 5, respectively. For
both the cases, we can observe that the analytical model and the simulations almost coincide.
Furthermore, in Fig. 3a, we can observe that for qu = 0.1 the throughput is an increasing
function of N . In contrast, for qu = 0.5 and qu = 0.9 the curves have non-monotonic behaviors.
Indeed, after that the throughput reaches the maximum (at N = 6 and N = 3 for qu = 0.5 and
qu = 0.9, respectively), increasing N causes a decrease in T . Namely, high values of N and qu
lead to high interference that decreases the number of packets successfully received by R and
the mmAP. In Fig. 3b, the larger value of the beam alignment delay, Da = 5, decreases the
transmit probability that causes a decrease of the interference. This explains the monotonic or
quasi-monotonic behaviors of the throughput in Fig. 3b, in which, however, the maximum value
of T is lower with respect to Fig. 3a.
Now, by considering the same system parameters of Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, we show the results
for the delay in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b. In these figures, we can identify the regions for which
the queue at the relay is stable (λr < µr), unstable (λr > µr) and instable (λr = µr). In this
latest case, the arrival rate λr is still below the service rate µr, but very close to it. The three
regions can be easily distinguished. Namely, for the case of instable queue we report only the
analytical results (since simulation results are meaningless), for the unstable queue we do not
report any results, because the delay increases towards infinity, and only for the stable case we
report both analytical and simulation results. In Fig. 4a, for qu = 0.1, there is neither unstability
nor instability regions. In contrast, for qu = 0.5 and qu = 0.9 the queue becomes unstable at
N = 6 and N = 3, respectively, which is also approximately the point at which the throughput
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Fig. 3: Throughput, T , while varying the number of UEs for several UE transmit probability values, i.e., qu, when
a) Da = 0 and b) Da = 5, respectively.
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Fig. 4: Delay per packet, D, while varying the number of UEs for several UE transmit probability values, i.e., qu,
when a) Da = 0 and b) Da = 5, respectively.
reaches its maximum. Furthermore, as explained for Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, increasing N causes a
higher interference and a smaller arrival rate at the relay, whose queue becomes again stable at
N = 11 and N = 7 for qu = 0.5 and qu = 0.9, respectively. Whereas, at N = 10 (qu = 0.5) and
N = 6 (qu = 0.5), we can clearly observe the region for which the queue is instable, λr ≈ µr,
where the delay values is finite, but very high.
The transmit probability qtx and the arrival packet rate at the relay decrease by increasing
the value of the beam alignment delay to Da = 5. The effects of this can be observed in
Fig. 4b, where the queue is never unstable and the instability regions change as well. Namely,
the instability region for qu = 0.5 is visible at N = 20, whereas, for qu = 0.9 it is between
N = 15 and N = 20. For regions far from instability, the analytical model and the simulations
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Fig. 5: Delay per packet while varying the number of UEs, N , with qu = 0.5 and Da = 5.
almost coincide and the delay increases with the increasing number of UEs for all the curves.
The increasing trend of the delay is caused by two main reasons: i) an increasing number
of packets inside the queue and ii) increasing interference (that reduces the success probability
of transmission). For a better understanding of this phenomenon, we show in Fig. 5a the delay
per packet as sum of its components, i.e., UE’s and relay transmission delays and queueing and
alignment delays, for the red curve shown in Fig. 4b (qu = 0.5, Da = 5, and γ = 10 dB). We can
observe that close to the instability region (N = 20) the biggest delay component is given by
the queueing delay, whereas the transmission delays (both UE and R) as well as the alignment
delay are barely increasing with N . A different behavior can be observed in Fig. 5b, where the
same scenario of Fig. 5a is considered, but for a higher SINR threshold, i.e., γ = 15 dB. In this
case, the higher value of γ reduces the success probability of transmission and the arrivals at
the relay. Thus, the queueing delay does not represent anymore the main issue, nor does the
relay transmission delay. In contrast, the increased unsuccessful transmission attempts make the
packets waiting for being transmitted for most of the time inside the UEs’ queue that increases
the UE transmission and the alignment delays. This is also due to the fact that, as explained in
Section II, after a transmission attempt the UE can change transmission strategy.
In Fig. 6, we show the impact of the beam alignment duration Da on the delay components.
We set the number of UEs N = 10, qu = 0.5, and γ = 10 dB while increasing the value of
Da. First, we can observe that the delay has a non-monotonic behavior. More precisely, for
Da = 0 and Da = 1 the queue is instable and unstable, respectively, and we do not report any
value. Then, the delay decreases at first, mostly because the increased Da reduces the transmit
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Fig. 7: Throughput vs. delay tradeoff for several
values of Da, with qu = 0.5 and Na = 10. For each
point we report the corresponding value of Da.
probability and the arrival rate at the relay queue. This is confirmed by the decrease in the
queueing delay that represents the highest delay component for lower values of Da. However,
above a certain value of Da, the delay start increasing again mostly because the alignment delay
increases. In contrast to the delay, the throughput has a slightly different behavior. In Fig. 7, we
show the throughput and delay tradeoff for several values of Da and it can be observed that the
throughput monotonically decreases.
A. Optimal Transmission Strategy
Hereafter, we set qu = 0.1 and N = 10 (i.e., the queue is always stable) and we study
the effect of the two transmission strategies (FD and BR) on the throughput and the delay. In
Fig. 8a, we set qur = 0.5 and show the aggregate throughput, T , while varying the probability
of using the FD transmission, quf , and θrd, for Da = 0. The solid blue line shows the values of
quf that maximizes the throughput for each value of θrd. Namely, for small values of θrd, the
BR transmission is preferable (corresponding to small values of quf ). In this case, we can use
a narrow beam with high beamforming gain to transmit simultaneously to R and the mmAP. In
contrast, for higher values of θrd, the optimal value of quf becomes 1, which corresponds to using
the FD transmission. For Da = 5, in Fig. 8b, we have almost the same behavior. However, the
selection of the best strategy is either quf = 0 or quf = 1, since the number of beam alignments
is minimized and qtx maximized when quf = 0 or quf = 1. In Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b we show the
delay for the same setting of Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b, respectively, while varying quf , and θrd. For
this scenario, where the queue is stable, the highest contributions to the delay are given by the
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Fig. 8: Throughput, T , while varying quf and θrd, with qur = 0.5. For each value of θrd, we represent with a blue
solid line the value of quf that maximizes the throughput.
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Fig. 9: Delay per packet, D, while varying quf and θrd, with qur = 0.5. For each value of θrd, we represent with
a white solid line the value of quf that minimizes the delay.
transmission and alignment delays. For this reason the strategy that minimizes the delay, which
is shown with a white solid line, follows almost the same behavior of the transmission strategy
that maximizes the throughput.
In Fig. 10, we show the throughput T while varying the probability to transmit at the relay
qur and θrd, when the FD transmission is used, i.e., quf = 1. Note that larger values of θrd
correspond to longer distances between R and the mmAP, i.e., drd (see Fig. 1). Thus, when θrd
increases, the interference of the relay on the transmission to the mmAP decreases. As explained
in Section II, the relay is in LOS with the mmAP and uses always the FD transmission with high
beamforming gain. Such high gain can cause high interference at the receiver side of the mmAP.
As results of this, we can observe higher throughput for larger values of θrd. Indeed, packets that
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Fig. 10: Throughput, T , while varying qur and θrd with quf = 1. For each value of θrd, we represent with a solid
blue line the value of qur that maximizes the throughput.
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Fig. 11: Delay per packet, D, while varying qur and θrd, with quf = 1. For each value of θrd, we represent with
a white solid line the value of qur that minimizes the delay.
are successfully transmitted by the relay are barely affected by increasing the distance between
R and the mmAP. In contrast, the packets that are successfully transmitted by UEs to the mmAP
increases for wider θrd because the interference caused by R decreases. In Fig. 10a, for which
Da = 0, the strategy that maximizes T is shown by a solid blue line and is qur ≈ 0.6 for
all the values of θrd. In contrast, in Fig. 10b, where Da = 5, we observe a different behavior.
The optimal strategy coincides with qur = 1 for lower value of θrd that allows to minimize
the probability to change strategy. When θrd increases, the highest throughput is provided by a
slightly smaller value of qur, with an increase in the transmissions to the mmAP.
For the same settings of Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b, we show the results for delay in Fig. 11a and
Fig. 11b, respectively. First, we can observe that the best transmission strategy for the delay is
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Fig. 12: Throughput, T , while varying qur and θrd with quf = 1, dur = 30 m and dud = 50 m. For each value of
θrd, we represent with a solid blue line the value of qur that maximizes the throughput.
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Fig. 13: Delay per packet, D, while varying qur and θrd, with quf = 1, dur = 30 m and dud = 50 m.
different from the one for the throughput. Indeed, for the throughput it is more beneficial to
transmit to the relay R, while it is preferable to transmit to the mmAP for minimizing the delay.
Namely, by transmitting to the mmAP the packets avoid the queueing delay at the relay and the
interference that this creates on the mmAP, since the relay transmits a lower amount of packets.
In Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b, we observe that for the FD transmission and short distances (dur = 30
m and dud = 50 m), we have higher values of T as θrd increases.
Finally, we show the effects of increasing the distances, i.e, dud and dur, when considering
the same scenario of Fig. 10. In Fig. 12a, we show the throughput with longer distances i.e.,
dur = 50 m, dud = 200 m, and Da = 0. The blue solid line shows the transmission strategy for
maximizing the throughput. For lower values of θrd the transmissions to the relay are preferable,
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as in Fig. 10a. However, for longer distances drd (high values of θrd), the relay does not become
anymore beneficial and in general T decreases. As a result, the transmissions between the UEs
and the mmAP are barely affected by the interference of R and the path loss between R and the
mmAP is dominant. This path loss decreases the success probability for a packet from R to the
mmAP and makes the queue at R not stable when qur is above certain values. The unstabilty and
instability regions can be better observed in Fig. 13a, where we show the delay for Da = 0. Here,
we do not report (i.e., white area) the values of qur and θrd for which the queue is unstable. For
higher value of Da, we can observe in Fig 13a and Fig 13b that the unstability region changes,
but the optimal strategy for the throughput has almost the same behavior.
B. Imperfect Beam Alignment
Let us consider the problem of misalignment. Given the sectored antenna model described in
Section II-B, we introduce a beam alignment error () that is modelled by using the truncated
gaussian error model in [40]. Thus, the transmitter and receiver gains in (1) can be computed
as follows:
g =

2pi
θBW
with probability PG(σ),
0 with probability 1− PG(σ).
(28)
The term PG(σ) is the probability that the absolute value of the error is less than the beamwidth
and it is given by:
PG(σ) = P (|| ≤ θBW ) =
Erf
(
θBW/
√
2σ2
)
Erf
(
pi/
√
2σ2
) , (29)
where, Erf is the error function and σ2 represents the variance of . Note that, the beam alignment
error affects only the computation of the success probability transmission in Appendix A, whereas
the rest of the analysis remains the same.
Now, we can show the results for throughput and delay when errors in the beam alignment
phase are considered. In Fig 14a and 14b we show the throughput while varying quf and θrd for
σ2 = 5◦ and σ2 = 10◦, respectively. By comparing these figures with Fig. 8a, where σ2 = 0◦,
we can observe that the throughput, T , decreases with the increase of σ2. Moreover, for higher
values of this parameter, the BR scheme increases its range of θrd values for which it represents
the optimal choice. Namely, since PG(σ) increases for higher values of θBW , wider beams are
less subject to alignment errors. The delay for σ2 = 5◦ has the same behavior of T , as it is shown
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Fig. 14: Throughput with imperfect beam alignment while varying quf and θrd. Moreover, we set qur = 0.5,
dur = 30 m and dud = 50 m.
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Fig. 15: Throughput with imperfect beam alignment while varying quf and θrd. Moreover, we set qur = 0.5,
dur = 30 m and dud = 50 m.
in 15a. Whereas, in Fig 15b we can observe that, for σ2 = 10◦, the delay is not minimum when
quf = 0. Indeed, although BR transmissions are more robust to alignment errors, they provide a
lower beamforming gain that decreases the number of packets that are successfully received by
the mmAP. However, these packets are still successfully received by R, whose queue size (and
queueing delay) increases significantly with respect to Fig 15a.
C. Imperfect Full-Duplex Communications
In this section, we consider non-perfect full-duplex relay operations, where packets that are
transmitted by UEs to the relay are subject to an additional interference term when the relay
is transmitting [17], [41]. We assume that the relay implements a self-interference mitigation
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Fig. 17: Delay per packet while varying the number
of UEs for several values of β and transmit proba-
bility (i.e., qu = 0.1 and qu = 0.9) when Da = 0
technique , whose efficiency is modelled by a scalar 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. This is similar to the parameter
α used to model the interference cancellation at the receiver side of the relay in Section II-B.
Namely, β = 0 models a perfect self-interference cancellation, whereas, when β = 1 the self-
interference cancellation is not used. The term β affects the SINR expression in (1) and the
success probability transmission, but the rest of the analysis in Section III and Section IV remain
the same. In Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 we show the throughput and delay, respectively, while varying
N for several values of β and transmit probability, i.e., qu. From these figures, we can observe
that, when β > 0, the additional interference term (self-interference at R) decreases the number
of packets successfully received by R and, therefore, the throughput. Moreover, Fig. 17 shows
that for qu = 0.9, the lower number of packets at the relay makes the queue always stable.
However, in general, the behavior of the curves for β > 0 does not change significantly with
respect to the case when β = 0.
D. Transmission Strategy-Dependent Alignment Delay
In this section, we show new results for the throughput and delay when the beam alignment
duration is not constant. Indeed, Da depends on the beamforming technique, the beam alignment
algorithm, and the number of beams that are used by transmitters and receivers [42], [43]. In
the following, we first describe the adopted model and next we show the results for throughput
and delay when Da is not constant. We consider a bi-dimensional scenario where the nodes can
form beams that are taken from a discrete set (codebook). These beams are not overlapped and
cover the whole space. Moreover, we assume that the mmAP and the relay send downlink pilots
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for the beam alignment, which is performed at the UEs by using an exhaustive search algorithm.
In according to these assumptions and the analysis in [43], the duration of the beam alignment,
Da, can be computed as follows:
PLUMi−LOS =

NUEB N
m
B Tsig
LM
when s = fm,
NUEB N
r
BTsig
LM
when s = fr,
NUEB N
m
B N
r
B
LM
when s = b,
(30)
where, s is the transmission strategy4, NUEB , N
m
B , and N
r
B are the numbers of beams at the UE,
the mmAP and the relay, respectively. These depend on the beamwidth, i.e., NB = 2piθBW . The
term M = Tslot
Tsig
, is the number of pilots that can be sent in a timeslot whose duration is Tslot
and Tsig is the transmitting time of a pilot. L is the number of directions that the receiver can
look simultaneously and depends on the beamformers at the mmAP and the relay. Since they
have multi-packet reception capability, we can assume that R and the mmAP are equipped with
a digital or hybrid beamformers and L is at least equal to the number of UEs. Thus, given (30),
the delay can be rewritten as follows:
D =
1 + quDr
(
qufqurT
f
ur + qubT
b
ur
)
+ qu(D
f
aC
′ +DbaC
′′)
quTu
, (31)
where, Dfa and D
b
a are the beam alignment duration when s = fm = fr and s = b, respectively.
The terms C ′ and C ′′ are given by:
C ′ = q2ufq
2
um
(
T fud − Tu − 1
)
+ q2ufq
2
ur
(
T fur − Tu − 1
)
. (32)
C ′′ = 1 + q2ub
(
T bud + T
b
ur − Tu − 1
)
, (33)
where, we assume NmB = N
r
B. The rest of the analysis remains the same. Therefore, by setting
Tsig = 10 µs [42], Tslot = 1 ms, M = 100, and L = 16, we show in Fig. 18a and 18b the
throughput while varying θrd and quf with θ
f
BW = 5
◦ and θfBW = 10
◦, respectively. Recall
that θfBW is the beamwidth for FD transmissions, whereas, for the BR case θ
b
BW = θrd. The
rest of the parameters are set as in Fig. 8a. As in this figure, where Da is constant, we can
observe that in both Fig. 18a and 18b BR transmissions are preferable for lower values of θrd.
4Note that, when s = b (BR case), UEs must align with both R and the mmAP. Although faster beam alignment algorithm
are also presented in [42], [43] for a multi-connectivity case (e.g., uplink strategy), we consider here a worst case scenario,
where each combination of beams at the UE, at the mmAP and at R must be evaluated.
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Fig. 18: Throughput when Da is not constant while varying quf and θrd. Moreover, we set qur = 0.5, dur = 30 m
and dud = 50 m.
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Fig. 19: Delay when Da is not constant while varying quf and θrd. Moreover, we set qur = 0.5, dur = 30 m and
dud = 50 m.
More specifically, when quf = 0, in every timeslot we can transmit to both the mmAP and
R and minimize the number of beam alignments. When θrd increases, the contribution to the
throughput of FD transmissions increases as well. Moreover, this is even higher in Fig. 18b when
the beamwidh increases from θfBW = 5
◦ to θfBW = 10
◦. Indeed, although wider beams provide
lower gain, they decrease the alignment delay and increase the transmit probability. Finally, in
Fig. 19a and 19b we show the delay for the same parameters of the previous two figures. We
can observe that the optimal strategy for the delay is highly affected from the beam alignment
delay and it has almost the same behavior of the one that maximizes the throughput. Indeed in
Fig. 19a and 19b we can observe that, in most of the cases, the delay is minimum when quf = 0
or quf = 1.
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VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a throughput and delay analysis for relay assisted mm-wave wireless
networks, where the UEs can adopt either an FD or a BR transmission. In particular, we have
analyzed the performance of the queue at the relay by deriving the stability conditions and the
arrival and service rates. We have numerically evaluated the analytical model and validated our
analysis with simulations. The analytical model matches well the simulation results. The latter
show that beam alignment causes a decrease in the transmit probability inversely proportional to
the beam alignment duration, Da, and the probability to change the strategy. We have shown how,
in case of queue stability, the increase in Da decreases the throughput and the delay. However, for
dense scenarios, where the queue at the relay is close to becoming unstable, the increase in Da
can decrease the delay per packet. More precisely, when being close to the instability condition,
we could show that the highest delay component is given by the queueing delay. Whereas, when
the queue is stable, the delay is affected mostly by the transmission and alignment delay.
Moreover, we have showed that the optimal transmission strategy highly depends on the
network topology, e.g., dud, dur, θrd, and the queue condition. When the queue is stable, the
values of quf and qur that maximize the throughput and minimize the delay usually coincide.
However, when being close to the instability and unstability regions, the throughput and delay
present a tradeoff. Furthermore, as expected, we showed that is not always beneficial to use
narrow beams (FD) compared to wider beams (BR). As a matter of fact, for short distances and
a beamwidth of 30◦, a broadcast transmission is still preferable, although it provides a lower
beamforming gain than FD. We have additionally showed that wider beams are more robust to
beam alignment errors. However, when the angle between the mmAP and the relay is too wide
or the distances and the SINR threshold increase, an FD strategy should be chosen.
Finally, we could observe, that for the evaluated scenarios, the interference caused by the
relay and the link path loss represent the main impediments for the success probability, hence
the throughput and the delay, in case of short and long distances among the nodes, respectively.
APPENDIX A
We now derive the success probability expression, conditioned to the sets If and Ib, for a
generic link ij with N symmetric UEs. In order to average on all the possible scenarios for the
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LOS and NLOS links, we consider that k and h UEs over |If | and |Ib| interferers, respectively,
are in LOS. Thus, the success probability can be derived as follows:
P fij/If ,Ib = P (LOSij)P (SINR
f
ij/If ,Ib ≥ γ|LOSij) + P (NLOSij)P (SINR
f
ij/If ,Ib ≥ γ|NLOSij)
= P (LOSij)
[ |If |∑
k=0
(|If |
k
)
P (LOSij)kP (NLOSij)|If |−k
|Ib|∑
h=0
(|Ib|
h
)
P (LOSijfhP (NLOSij)|Ib|−h
× P (SINRfij/Ifl,Ifn,Ibl,Ibn ≥ γ|LOSij)
]
+ P (NLOSij)
[ |If |∑
k=0
(|If |
k
)
P (LOSij)kP (NLOSij)|If |−k
×
|Ib|∑
h=0
(|Ib|
h
)
P (LOSij)hP (NLOSij)|Ib|−hP (SINR
f
ij/Ifl,Ifn,Ibl,Ibn ≥ γ|NLOSij)
]
, (34)
where, P (SINRfij/If ,Ib ≥ γ|LOSij) and P (SINR
f
ij/If ,Ib ≥ γ|NLOSij) are the probabilities that
the received SINR is above γ, when link ij is in LOS and NLOS, respectively, conditioned to the
specific scenarios of interferers, If and Ib. The expression for P (SINRfij/Ifl,Ifn,Ibl,Ibn ≥ γ|LOSij)
is given in (1).
APPENDIX B
Proof. To prove Theorem 1, we compute the probability that a UE transmits in timeslot k. We
identify the following mutually exclusive events:
1) the UE is performing a beam alignment. In this case the UE cannot transmit and qtx = 0.
2) Alk−Da: the UE starts a beam alignment in timeslot k −Da. In this case qtx = 1. This is
because the UE may start a beam alignment only if it decides to transmit.
3) Ik: the UE has not started an alignment in the previous Da timeslots with respect to the
k-th timeslot (k−Da, k−Da−1,..., k−1). In this case, the UE can transmit in timeslot k, if
and only if it decides to transmit with the same strategy used in the previous transmission
attempt. Thus, qtx = quP (sk = i ∩ skˆ = i), with, i ∈ S , and kˆ represents the timeslot
where the previous transmission attempt occurs with respect to the k-th timeslot.
First, we analyze the second event. It occurs when in timeslot k − Da the following two
independent events hold: i) Ik−Da and ii) the UE decides to transmit with a different strategy than
that used in the previous transmission attempt. Thus the event Alk−Da occurs with probability:
P
(
Alk−Da
)
= P
(
Ik−Da
)
qu
(
1− P (sk−Da = i ∩ s ̂k−Da = i)) (35)
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Thus, we can express qtx as follows:
qtx = P
(
Alk−Da
)
+ P
(
Ik
)
quP (sk = i ∩ skˆ = i)
= P
(
Ik−Da
)
qu
(
1− P (sk−Da = i ∩ s ̂k−Da = i))+ P(Ik)quP (sk = i ∩ skˆ = i)
= P
(
Ik
)
qu,
(36)
where the first equality exploits the mutual exclusivity of the three events. In the second equality
of (36), we take into account (35) and in the last equality we have assumed that P (sk = i) is i.d.
for any timeslot, giving P
(
Ik−Da
)
= P
(
Ik
)
and P (sk−Da = i∩s ̂k−Da = i) = P (sk = i∩skˆ = i).
Consider the probability of the complementary event of Ik, i.e., Ik. This event occurs when
the UE starts a beam alignment in one of timeslots k−Da, k−Da−1, ..., k−1. Thus, P
(
Ik
)
is
derived as the probability of the union of the following mutually exclusive events:
⋃k−1
i=k−Da Ali:
P
(
Ik
)
= P
( k−1⋃
i=k−Da
Ali
)
=
k−1∑
i=k−Da
P
(
Ali
)
=
k−1∑
i=k−Da
P
(
Ii
)
qu
(
1− P (si = j ∩ siˆ = j)
)
= DaP
(
Ik
)
qu
(
1− P (sk = i ∩ skˆ = i)
)
,
(37)
where, in the last step of (37), we use the same reasoning for the last equality of (36). Finally,
by replacing (37) in P
(
Ik
)
= 1− P(Ik) we obtain (2).
APPENDIX C
In this appendix, we provide the transition probabilities p0k and p
1
k for the two UE case. In
this scenario, in every timeslot, the queue size can increase by a maximum of two, i.e., when
both UEs successfully transmit to R and R itself does not successfully transmit any packet.
Moreover, R can transmit a packet only when the queue is not empty. Therefore, by considering
all the possible transmission strategies and combinations of successfully received packets at R,
we can write the following:
p01 = 2qtxqtxqufqurP
f
ur + 2qtxqtxqubP
b
urP
b
ud + 2q
2
txq
2
ufq
2
urP
f
ur/{1}fP
f
ur/{1}f + 2q
2
txq
2
ufqurqumP
f
ur
+ 2q2txqufqubqur
[
P f
ur/{1}b
(
1− P bur/{1}fP
b
ud
)
+P
f
ur/{1}bP
b
ur/{1}fP
b
ud
]
+2q2txqubqufqumP
b
urP
b
ud/{1}f
+ q2txq
2
ub
[
2P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{1}b
(
1− P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{1}b
)]
. (38)
p02 =
(
qtxqufqurP
f
ur/{1}f
)2
+
(
qtxqubP
b
ur/{1}bP
b
ud/{r}f ,{1}b
)2
+2q2txqubqufqurP
b
ur/{1}fP
b
udP
f
ur/{1}b .
(39)
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p1−1 = qr
[
P frd
(
q2tx + 2qtxqtxqufqurP
f
ur + (qtxqufqurP
f
ur/{1}f )
2
)
+P f
rd/{1}f
×
(
2qtxqtxqufqum + 2q
2
txq
2
ufqumqurP
f
ur
)
+P f
rd/{1}b
(
2qtxqtxqub(1− P burP bud/{r}f )
+ 2q2txqubqufqur(1− P bur/{1}fP
b
ud/{r}f )P
f
ur/{1}b
)
+P f
rd/{1}f ,{1}b2q
2
txqufqubqum(1− P burP bud/{1,r}f )
+ P f
rd/{2}b
(
qtxqub(1− P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{r}f ,{1}b)
)2]
+P f
rd/{2}f q
2
txq
2
ufq
2
um. (40)
p11 = qrp
0
1 + qr
[
2qtxqtxqufqurP
f
urP
f
rd + 2qtxqtxqubP
b
urP
b
ud/{r}fP
f
rd/{1}b
+ 2q2txq
2
ufqumqurP
f
urP
f
rd/{1}f + 2q
2
txqufqubqumP
b
urP
b
ud/{1,r}fP
f
rd/{1}f ,{1}b
+ q2txq
2
ufq
2
ur
(
P f
ur/{1}fP
f
ur/{1}fP
f
rd + (P
f
ur/{1}f )
2P frd
)
+q2txq
2
ub
(
2P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{r},{1}P
f
rd/{2}b
× (1− P bur/{1}bP
b
ud/{r}f ,{1}b) + (P
b
ur/{1}bP
b
ud/{r}f ,{1}b)
2P f
rd/{2}b
)
+ 2q2txqubqufqur
(
P bur/{1}fP
b
ud/{r}fP
f
ur/{r}f ,{1}bP
f
rd/{1}b + (1− P bur/{1}fP
b
ud/{r}f )P
f
ur/{1}bP
f
rd/{1}b
+ P bur/{2}fP
b
ud/{r}fP
f
ur/{1}bP
f
rd/{1}b
)]
. (41)
p12 = qrp
0
2 + qr
[(
qtxqufqurP
f
ur/{1}f
)2
P
f
rd +
(
qtxqubP
b
ur/{1}bP
b
ud/{r}f ,{1}b
)2
P
f
rd/{2}b
+ 2q2txqubqufqurP
b
ur/{1}fP
b
udP
f
ur/{1}bP
f
rd/{1}b
]
. (42)
APPENDIX D
Hereafter, we analyze the performance of the queue at the relay for N UEs. The average
arrival rate that is given in (4). In order to compute the number of packets successfully received
by R, i.e., r0k and r
1
k, we consider all the possible combinations of UE’s transmission strategies
and interference scenarios. Thus, we indicate with m out of N the number of UEs that transmit
a packet, with i (at most m) the number of transmitting UEs that use FD transmissions (m− i
UEs use the BR transmission), and with j the number of FD UEs that transmit to R (i− j UEs
transmit to the mmAP). Moreover, k is the total number of packets successfully received by the
relay in a timeslot, and kf out of them are received by using FD transmissions (k− kf packets
are received by using a BR transmission). Thus, we can express r0k and r
1
k as follows:
r0k =
N∑
m=k
(
N
m
)
qmtxq
N−m
tx
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
qiufq
m−i
ub
i∑
j=max(0,k+i−m)
(
i
j
)
qjurq
i−j
um
min(j,k)∑
kf=max(0,k+i−m)
(
j
kf
)
× (P f
ur/{j−1}f ,{m−i}b)
kf (P
f
ur/{j−1}f ,{m−i}b)
j−kf ×
(
m− i
k − kf
)
(P bur/{j}f ,{m−i−1}bP
b
ud/{i−j}f ,{m−i−1}b)
k−kf
× (1− P bur/{j}f ,{m−i−1}bP
b
ud/{i−j}f ,{m−i−1}b)
m−i−k+kf , (43)
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r1k = qrr
0
k + qr
N∑
m=k
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N
m
)
qmtxq
N−m
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m
i
)
qiufq
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ub
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j
)
qjurq
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k−kf
× (1− P bur/{j}f ,{m−i−1}bP
b
ud/{i−1,r}f ,{m−i−1}b)
m−i−k+kf . (44)
Then, for deriving the relay’s service rate µr, we follow the same reasoning that is done above and
the successful packet transmission of R is averaged over all the possible interference scenarios:
µr = qr
N∑
m=0
(
N
m
)
qmtxq
N−m
tx
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
qmufq
N−m
ub
i∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
qjurq
i−j
umP
f
rd/{i−j}f ,{m−i}b , (45)
Now, we can study the evolution of the queue at R by using a discrete time Markov Chain,
whose transition matrix is a lower Hessenberg matrix, whose elements are represented by the
probabilities that the queue size increases by k packets in a timeslot when the queue is empty
or not, i.e., p0k and p
1
k. By using the same notation as in (43), these terms are given by:
p0k = r
0
k, (46)
p1−1 = qr
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)
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m−i, (47)
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p10 = 1− p1−1 −
∑
k=1
Np1k. (49)
Finally, we can compute the probability that the queue is empty, P (Q = 0), and the average
relay queue size, Q. Hereafter, we show the main steps of the derivations that are illustrated with
more details in [44]. First, we can note that the queue at R can be modelled as an MN/M/1
queue, therefore, the equation that describes the evolution of the states is given by:
si = ais0 +
i+1∑
j=1
bi−j+1sj, (50)
where, si represents the probability of finding our system in state i at equilibrium. Let s be the
steady-state distribution vector and S(z) its Z-transformation, we have:
S(z) =
∞∑
i=1
siz
−i ⇒ Q = −S ′(1) = −s0K
′′(1)
L′′(1)
. (51)
The terms K ′′(z) and L′′(z) in (51) are the second derivatives of K(z) and L(z), respectively.
These are given by [44]:
K(z) = (−z−2A(z) + z−1A′(z)−B′(z))(z−1 −B(z))
− (z−1A′(z)−B(z))(−z−2 −B′(z)), (52)
L(z) = (z−1 −B(z))2, (53)
where, A(z) =
∑N
i=1 aiz
−i and B(z) =
∑N+1
i=1 biz
−i (ai = p0i and bi = p
1
i−1). The term s0, in (51),
is the probability that the queue is empty at equilibrium, which can be written as follows [44]:
P (Q = 0) =
1 +B′(1)
1 +B′(1)− A′(1) . (54)
Then, by replacing the first derivative of A(z) and B(z) in (54), we obtain:
P (Q = 0) =
p1−1 −
∑N
i=1 ip
1
i
p1−1 −
∑N
i=1 ip
1
i + λ
0
r
. (55)
Finally, by considering (51), (52), (53), and (55), we can express Q as follows:
Q =
(∑N
k=1 kp
1
k − p1−1
)∑N
k=1 k(k + 3)p
0
k + λ
0
r
(
2p1−1 −
∑N
k=1 k(k + 3)p
1
k
)
2
(∑N
k=1 kp
1
k − p1−1
)(
p1−1 −
∑
k=1Nkp
1
k + λ
0
r
) . (56)
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